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I. INTRODUCTION

In 1966, Arnold, Finlayson, and OgryzloI observed that 12 was rapid.

dissociated in the presence of electronically excited oxygen. In addition,

strong electronic emission was observed from both molecular 12 and the product

I atoms. These authors noted that 02(IZ) (Fig. I) has sufficient energy to

dissociate 12 (X) by a near-resonant, dissociative E + E energy transfer

process:

0(Z) + 12(X) 2 1 + 0 Ga)

kb
+lb Other Products (lb)

By means of conventional flow tube techniques, they measured a rapid increase

of 02( Z) with time when 12 was added to the flow. Subsequent work 2- 4 has

confirmed their hypothesis that 02(1') is initially formed by Process (2)

1 1 k k2  1 3
02( + A) + 02  ) + (2)

and then strongly supplemented by Process (3)

1 k3  1
02( A) + I + ) + 1 (3)

The I* is produced by the near-resonant E + E exchange process
1 ,3

S. J. Arnold, N. Finlayson, and E. A. Ogryzlo, J. Chem. Phys. 44, 25-.

.(1966).
'R. G. Derwent and B. A. Thrush, Trans. Faraday Soc. 67, 2036 (1971).
3R. G. Derwent and B. A. Thrush, Disc. Faraday Soc. 53, 162 (1972)4R. F. Heidner III, C. E. Gardner, T. M. El-Sayed, G. I. Segal, and
J. V. V. Kasper, J. Chem. Phys. 74, 5618 (1981).
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k4

where KEQ k4 /k_4 = 2.9 at T 295 K.

Arnold et al. suggested a second possibility for 12 dissociation: a

sequential excitation of 12(X) by consecutive collisions with two 02( L

molecules. The 12 intermediate suggested was the then unidentified

A' 3r2u state of 12, although these authors noted that calculations for this

state generally placed it well above the 7882 cm- To value for 02(aIL):

k

5

I(1k6+I302(IA) + 12 2 1 + 0 2(3) (6)

"" This brief, but incisive, report still serves as a useful introduction to tnE

subject of 12 dissociation in electronically excited oxygen. The recent

demonstration of continuous-wave lasing on the I(2P1/2 ' 2P3/2) transition 5- 7

at 1.315 um that is pumped by Process (4) gave this kinetic problem new

urgency. Clearly, the production of the lasing species (I atoms) must be

understood if the potential of this laser system is Zo be realized.

5W. E. McDermott, N. R. Pchelkin, D. J. Benard, and R. R. Bousek, Appl. Phys.
Lett. 32, 469 (1978).
D. J. Benard, W. E. McDermott, N. R. Pchelkin, and R. R. Bousek, Appl. Phys.
Lett. 34, 40 (1979).

7R. J. -Richardson and C. E. Wiswall, ApV!. Phys. Lett. 35, 138 (1979).

I1
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In 1970-72, Derwent and Thrush2 , 3 , 8 - I 0 performed detailed experiments on

the 0 2- 1 2 system to quantify the observations of Arnold et al. Much of their

analysis has proven correct; however, they concluded i0 that Process (la) could

quantitatively explain the dissociation of 12 (X) in 02*. A number of recent

observations cast considerable doubt on this conclusion. Houston ani

coworkers I found by direct laser pumping of 02(1Z) in the presence of 12 that

the total 1Z removal rate coefficient (2 x 10- I  cm3/molecule-sec) was lo

times smaller than the value of kla needed by Derwent and Thrush1 0 to model

their results. Muller et al. 12 estimated kla/kI < 0.2, although they detur-

mined that kI - 7 x 10-11 cm3/molecule-sec. A lower value for kla was consis-

tent with the failure of laser modeling codes to predict the rate of I

dissociation in the continuous-wave transfer laser devices.13 The principal

obstacle to the modeling was the presence of H20, which served as a rapid

quencher of 02('Z). Experiments in our laboratory supported the claim that

1 14
2(I) could be removed by H20 without totally suppressing 12 dissociation,

and led to the conclusion that, although 02(IZ) may be necessary, it is not

sufficient to explain the rate of 12 dissociation in 02*.

The study described in this report is a major extension of the work

reported in Ref. 14. The dissociation of 12 into atoms has been measured as a

function of [02 (
1A)I, [02 (3Z)J, [1210, [H2 01, [Ar], and qualitatively as a

function of [11 0 . The dissociation curves for 12 versus time exhibit a rather

unusual behavior, which are summarized as follows:

8R. G. Derwent, D. R. Kearns, and B. A. Thrush, Chem. Phys. Lett. 6, 115

(1970).
9R. G. Derwent and B. A. Thrush, Chem. Phys. Lett. 9, 591 (1971).
10R. G. Derwent and B. A. Thrush, J. Chem. Soc. Faraday II, b8, 720 (1972).
11R. G. Aviles, D. F. Muller, and P. L. Houston, Appl. Phys. Lett. 37, 35b

(1980).
D. F. Muller, R. H. Young, P. L. Houston, and J. R. Wiesenfeld, Appl. Phys.
Lett. 38, 404 (1981).

13R. F. Shea, private communication.
14R. F. Heidner III, C. E. Gardner, T. M. Ei-Sayed, and G. I. Segal, Chem.
Phys. Lett. 81_, 142 (1981)
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1. "Initiator" effects [O( 3p) atoms, 02(IE) are extremely important.

2. The curves often exhibit a substantial induction time.

3. Small amounts of H20 strongly affect the dissociation rate, and lar-j

-20 densities have a proportionately smaller 
effect.

4. The inverse half-life for dissociation, (t1/2)-I, is proportional t-,

[1A]213E-1[12 10 -
0 .7 [Arl0 over the concentration ranges studied.

These data indicate that I* is strongly implicated in the dissociation

process. We propose that the dissociation mechanism involves chain branchi:.

with I* as the chain carrier. In the following sections we review the

d. computer-controlled flow tube apparatus used to obtain these data. An

analytic model is developed to simulate the experimental curves, rapidly test

the model's sensitivity to various reactions and rate coefficients, and pre-

dict the scaling of the dissociation kinetics into laser-like concentration

regimes. A limited number of numerical modeling calculations then is pre-

sented for all the measurable system species concentrations. The time

behavior of 02 (
1A) is particularly crucial. Some sets of modeling parameters

can correctly reproduce the 12 dissociation curves; however, they predict an

unrealistically large removal of 02(
1A) molecules for each 12 dissociated.

L:

I
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II. EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS

The computer-controlled flow tube apparatus (Fig. 2) has been extensive!-

described in earlier publications. 4 ,14  Electronically excited oxygen is

created by conventional microwave discharge techniques. The 0(3p) atoms

created in the discharge are recombined on a heated HgO mirror deposited down-

stream of the discharge cavity by co-discharging Hg + 02 prior to a set of

experiments. The earlier apparatus was modified to permit a variable fractio-

of the 02 to be passed through the discharge; the remainder is added down-

stream of the discharge, but well upstream of the 12 addition port.

The principal injected gases in this study were 12 (+Ar) and H2 0(+.Ar). We

continue to use the method of flow replacement, whereby a pure Ar stream is

gradually replaced with an 12 + Ar (or H 20 + Ar) mixture to vary minority

constituent densities without changing total molar flow or total pressure.

Elevated temperature saturators were employed to produce the appropriate mole

fractions of 12 and H20 in Ar. The saturation efficiency was tested under

flowing conditions by visible absorption spectroscopy (12) and by sampled gas

analysis (H2 0).

The flow tube is constructed from 38.5 mm i.d. Pyrex internally coated

with halocarbon wax. The usable length of the tube is 60 cm. Two types of 12

injectors were used. The first injected 12 axially through a six-prong spoke

injector, in which each prong had four holes -0.5 mm in diameter. The second

"ring" injector used eight holes -1 mm in diameter, drilled radially in the

flow tube walls. This latter technique was generally used.

As in our previous studies,
4 ,14 the optical emission features 02( 1 3Z)

(X - 1.27 pm), 1(2p 2),) 0 - 1.315 um), 02(1E + 3Z) (A - 0.762 m),
3 1+1/2 + '3/2 A-135ii) 02( )( .6 r)

and R(B31n+ * g) (++ar - 0.580 um) were monitored by two spectrometer
ad12( 0 9 ) )max

systems mounted on a movable platform. This platform is moved to discrete

positions on the flow tube by a computer-controlled stepping motor. At each

flow tube position, the emission intensity monitored by each spectrometer

system is sampled by the computer. During this work, it was found necessary

11
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to monitor a near-infrared emission system 15 (Fig. 3) that has been identifieu

as 12(A + X) emission from v' - 0 and 1.16  Under some conditions, a differ-

ence spectrum must be computed to accurately determine the 02(l) emission

intensity at 1.27 Pm. Our empirical procedure involves subtracting the emis-

sion intensity at 1.24 um (pure A + X) from that at 1.27 pm [02(1 + 3

plus 12(A + X)I. Five species are monitored by optical emission spectroscopy,

requiring three scans of the flow tube under fixed experimental conditions.

The procedure for converting optical emission signals to absolute densities is

described in Ref. 4. Absolute densities are determined for [1L], [I1Z, [1*.

and computed by mass balance for [121. Relative measurements only are

reported for [12(A)] and [12 (B)]. Mixing efficiency is an issue in these

experiments for several reasons. We have suggested that I* is implicated in

the 12 dissociation process. Thus, the analysis implicitly assumes that I

(and I *) Pre homogeneously mixed during the dissociation process. In addi-

tion, if mixing is slow, we are forced to work at relatively long dissociation

times, where I atom recombination complicates the analysis. Figure 4 shows

that 12 mixing into the 02 flow can be optimized for a specific flow tube

geometry by injecting Ar diluent in with the 12. Using the radial ring ir-je.-

tor, the mixing was studied by means of 12(B + X) laser-induced fluorescence

(LIF) pumped at 514.5 rnm by a repetitively pulsed Ar+ laser (TRW model 71B;

40 PJ/pulse) and monitored by the photon counting system. In Fig. 4, it can

be seen that a relatively small amount of added diluent causes the centerline

mixing to approach a step function. All data reported in this flow tube study

are sampled every 1.25 cm at flow velocities (4 550 cm/sec) that are wizhi- a

factor of 2 of that used in Fig. 4. With a modulated continuous wave Ar+

laser, it is possible to get 12 dissociation curves directly, even in th-

presence of background 12 (B + X) emission.

15R. F. Heidner III, Spectroscopic Properties of the 02*--12 Flame
TR-0082(2610)-I, The Aerospace Corporation, El Segundo, California (to be

1published).
S. J. Davis and P. D. Whitefield, to be published.
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III. ANALYTIC MODELING OF 12 DISSOCIATION

Several processes are considered in addition to Processes (1) through.

(6). It was proposed that I* participates directly in the 12 dissociation

*process. Although Process (3) satisfies that criterion qualitatively, we will

.. consider two additional processes:

°* + 12 (X) + +I (7)
k-7

k8

-. :- 12

12 1 31 (b)

J*

Removal rate coefficient data exist for I* + 2(X). Nothing is presently

known about Process (8). Quenching of 02(11) and 12* must be considered to

complete a simple analytic model:

2(IZ) + H2 0 k+ 02(1
, 3E) + H20 (9)

wall k, 3Z) + wall (10)02(1r) + w lla 2

12* + H 20 12 W + H20 (la)
ki

I2L + 0(3Z) Ilb I2 ()+0(3Z) (11b)
2rb 022 (X) + 02()

* k1 c

12 + Ar 1 12 (X) + Ar (lic)

12 + wall k12 12 (X) + wall (12)

Quenching of 12 by 12 (X) has been carefully considered and rejected as a

major process, because it predicts the wrong dependence of the dissociation

rate on 112]0. A recombination term for I atoms must be included to represen:

21
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the experimental observation of residual 12 in the steady-state flow ior

certain initial values of 02('A) and 12. Under low pressure flow tube condi-

tions, this process must certainly be wall recombination:

I(I*) + wall 3 1/2 12 + wall (13)

Because one of the primary goals of the analytic modeling is the sensitivity

analysis for various processes, Process (13) will be ignored initially to

obtain a relatively simple expression. An exact solution is still possible

with Process (13) included, and this solution will be discussed. The con-

tribution from the 02(Ir) model and the sequential excitation model will be

' formally separated. The rate processes considered in these models are

summarized in Table 1.

A. STEADY-STATE O,(1'Z) + 19 MODEL

Using definitions for [1*1, RE(sec-1 ), and [02(lE)jss developed in Appen-

dix A, the removal of 12 by 02(IE) can be written

d[1 2

dt - kla [lr]ss [12] (14)

- aZ12] - br[1 2 12

where ak j + 3r (0 + X) [1210 + [I]0)

br I 3 R 1,6 EQ31
(I+X ri

%

X - KEl [I1 ]/[3 1]

22
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This formalism and that for sequential excitation, which follows, assume that

* the [16] and [3Z) are constant during the dissociation. Both analyses allo.

for the presence of I atoms at t - 0.

B. SEOUENTIAL MODEL WITH 12 IN STEADY STATE

The analysis of the sequential model depends upon the relative importance

of Processes (7) and (8). The general expression can be derived by defining

the quenching term for 12 , R, , and writing down a steady-state expression

for [12* ] (Appendix A). At thfs juncture, we are only hypothesizing that 1-'

is in steady state:

p. d[l 2

dt 2 (k5 [16] + k7 [I*J) [I2] (15)

- ([ (k-5 + kllb) [3E, + k-7 [I] + kla [H20] + kilc [Ar]

+ k1 2 ) [12*]ss

- aSo [12] - bs0 11212

where

R k k [5 f 3( 0 + X) 210 + [1]o

and

k 5 k 6 [1 ] 2 (k( k 75 2 K 0

bSQ 2k 6 k 35) (1l + X)
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A term in [1"]2 has been neglected in the derivation of Eq. (15). Tnis

assumption is examined in Section IV.

C. GLOBAL ANALYTIC EQUATION

Equations (14) and (15) can be combined to give a single differential

equation

da Z  aSQ ) [121 - (bZ + bS ) [1212 (V

* that can be integrated into the following expression:

(a - b[1 21)/[l2 I

(a - b[1 2 10 )/1 2 ]0  exp (at) (17)

or

[121 - 1 + exp(at) (Ib)1 +expat)(c/[I2]0 - 1)

where a = az + aSQ, b - bE + bSQ, and c = a/b. Because the 12 decays are not

exponential, it is useful to define a dissociation half-life, t1 /2 :

tl/2 a-  n c [1210 (19)

2)0

=a-'ln (--- + 2)

'~~ ( K(1) + KSQ(1)

where c= (+ X) + [3 and P Kr(2) + KSQ(2)
2 026E) E KQ
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The parameters in Eqs. (14) through (19) have been categorized in Table L, s.

that they can be useful for sensitivity analysis. The strongest variation i:.

Eq. (19) is in the term a, which consists of two subterms: ignoring R- and

Ri* for the moment, the first scales as ['A]2 12 10/ 3Z] (assuming [lj 0
[120 and X (< I) and the second as [1A)2 . As indicated in Table 2, the

O2(IZ) mechanism (aZ) and the sequential excitation mechanism (aSQ) eac.

contributes to these two subterms. Direct measurements of kia (-0.2 kj), k2,

k3 , k9 , and kl0 (Table 1) permit a quantitative evaluation of aZ. In Section

IV, we show that the magnitude of a,, cannot explain the observed dissociatii:.

rates. Although this conclusion was reached in our preliminary work, 14 the

present study will show a role for the 02(IE) mechanism as a dissociatio.

initiator.
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IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. INITIATION EFFECTS AND INDUCTION rIMES

In Fig. 5, the effect of dissociation initiators is clearly evident. The

experimental growth of I* signal (X - 1.315 irm) is shown as a function of

time. The decay of I2 (X) is computed from these data using Eq. A3) from

Appendix A. The two experiments shown differ in only one respect: Curve A

has 10% of the 02 and Curve B has 100% of the 02 passed through the microwav'.

discharge. Under the latter conditions, some of the O(3P) atoms from the

discharge are swept over the heated HgO surface without being recombined.

Subsequently, the fast reaction'7

0(3p) + 12(X) +° 0 + 1 (20)

introduces I atoms into the system. Regardless of the initial state of the I

atoms formed in Process (20), 1* is rapidly produced by Process (4).

The interesting portion of the traces in Fig. 5 occurs after the 0(3 p)

atoms are titrated by 12 (t > 15 msec). Curve A shows a long induction time

for the dissociation process; Curve B reaches its asymptotic level of dissoci-

ation at approximately 160 msec. Identical kinetic behavior is observed if

the dissociation is initiated by 02(1Z) that is formed by Process (2).

Small amounts of added H 20 have a rather large effect on the 12 dissocia-

tion rate. The [iE] 0 formed by Process (2) can significantly initiate the

dissociation by means of Process (ia) if H2 0 has not made [IE]o insignificant

with respect to 11210 [see Eq. (A4)J. The effect of larger amounts of H20 on

the system will be treated later in this section.

1 7D. St. A. G. Radlein, J. C. Whitehead, and R. Grice, Mol. Phys. 29, 1813
(1975).
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By ensuring that all I atom sources [O(3p), O . . .1 are rigorousl':-

suppressed at t = 0, one can study the intrinsic induction time for 12 diss-

ciation. The 02(1E) model alone cannot accurately predict 12 dissociation

profiles under these conditions. Table 2 (which must be supplemented by

Appendix B if the wall recombination rate k13 cannot be ignored) shows that

* the general model reduces to the 02(
1E) model if both k5 and k6 are zero.

For conditions where [H201 " [1210 and [1 0 - 0, we can write the

" dissociation half-life from Eq. (19) as follows:

.°[" i210

/2 in (c, + 2) (21)

2 (1 + X) (3' a) 11 [k 2  2
T3) 2 KEQ R Z (1 + X) 3El

All the rate parameters in Eq. (21) are known from independent experiments.

Figure 6 gives an experimental data set satisfying all the conditions stated

above. Several calculations are shown using rate coefficients taken from

Table 1 to evaluate Eq. (21), or more precisely, Eq. (18). In one calculation

the value of kia (2 x 10-10 cm3/molecule-sec) originally recommended by.

Derwent and Thrush is used. In two others, direct measurements of ki and kia

* made by Houston and coworkers are used. None of these calculations can accu-

.* rately represent the rate of 12 dissociation over the full range of experi-

mental conditions presented in Table 3 (particularly at large [H201/[121

values). Nevertheless, we have made numerical calculations for 12 dissocia-

tion under our experimental conditions using a gas kinetic rate coefficient

(3 x 10-10 cm3/molecule-sec) for kia and standard rate coefficients (Table 1)

for other important processes. The agreement with experiment is moderately

good (Table 4), but based on the direct measurements of Houston and co-

workers,11 ,1 2 such agreement must be fortuitous.

One can attempt to initiate the dissociation more strongly in the model

Li by including the term KSQ(1) (Table 2) that represents a sequential process
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Table 4. Maximum Influence of 02(IZ) + 12 on 12
Dissociation

tl/ 2 (exp.) tl/2 (calc.) b  tl/2 (exp.) t1/2 (cal".)

Runa  (sec) (sec) Runa (sec) (sec)

Al 0.020 0.020 D1 0.002 0.007

A2 0.025 0.023 D2 0.009 0.020

A3 0.034 0.032 D3 0.015 0.027

A4 0.051 0.047 D4 0.028 0.O4.

A5 0.082 0.070 D5 0.058 > 0.10

A6 0.156 0.125 D6 0.12 > 0.15

BI 0.047 0.052 El 0.038 0.029

B2 0.068 0.065 E2 0.043 0.029

B3 0.094 0.080 E3 0.043 0.029

B4 0.12 0.090 E4 0.040 0.029

B5 0.165 0.12

B6 0.25 0.12

Cl 0.026 0.021

C2 0.016 0.023

C3 0.012 0.025

C4 0.0085 0.026

C5 0.029 0.021

.Table 3
bTable 1, except that k5  -k6  0 and kia = 3 I0- 0 cm3/molecule-sec.
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involving only 02 (L), i.e., k5 and k6 . The rate of dissociation can thus be

increased at the expense of losing the characteristic induction time of tl,(

process. The term KSn(l) may be important, but the term KS( 2 ) is vastly more

Important to fitting the shape as well as the tl/ 2 of the 12 dissociation

curves.

B. EXTENT OF 12 DISSOCIATION IN STEADY STATE

The simplified model represented in Table 2 does not include I-aton

recombination, so it will not account for incomplete dissociation in stead

state. When I-atom recombination is treated in Appendix B, we find that the

* steady-state amount of 12 is given by Eq. (B5):

[12 - kl3/b

if aSQ + az > k1 3. Thus, the I-atom wall recombination coefficient is a

potential source of systematic error, because it may vary from experiment to

experiment (or even during an experiment) as the walls age.

C. I2 DISSOCIATION HALF-LIFE AND EXTENT OF DISSOCIATION:
VARIATION WITH INITIAL CONDITIONS (TABLE 3)

1. VARIATION OF tl/ 2 WITH O2 11A]

An examination of Eq. (19) reveals that the principal dependence of t1/2

on ['A] occurs in the denominator term a. This term is dissected in detail in

Table 2. There are implicit dependences on [IA] in the term c' (in X an.

- R *); however, these weak dependences are further mitigated by their presence12
in the logarithmic factor. The same logic applied to the more general Eq.

(B7) identifies the critical term as [ Q. Table 2 indicates that if the

subterm aE dominates, tl/ 2 is proportional to [1A12 . If aSQ dominates, the

dependence will fall between [1bl1  and [1A12 depending on whether RI is

proportional to ['A]. Figure 7 shows plots of 1121 versus time as [I] 0 is

varied with all other conditions held constant. Figure 8 summarizes these

data as a plot of log tl/ 2 versus log ['A]. Within experimental error, the

slope is -2 rather than -I, which indicates that R is a weak function of
['A] in this concentration range. We demonstrate that aSQ > a- later in tiP:
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section. We will examine this dependence on 1A in detail, because it implies

that most of the 12 molecules are not removed by Processes (6) and (6). If

the dominant 12* removal process is a quenching process other than Process

(-5), serious implications arise for loss of available 0206) because of the

inefficiency of the dissociation process. This issue is discussed within the

context of the measured ['A] time profiles during 12 dissociation. The data

in Figures 7 and 8 are fit using empirically determined parameters for KSQ(l),

KSQ(2 ), and k 1 3 (Tables 1 and 5).

2. VARIATION OF tl/ 2 WITH 02 (3Z)

Equation (19) and Table 2 show an explicit dependence of a, on [ ]-I. If

R12% were proportional to [3j, t1 /2 would be expected to be proportional tc

[3r,2. In our experiments, X 4 0.3, so that the term c' is almost propor-

tional to j3Zj (p is concentration independent to first order). Thus, we

expect that tl/ 2 is proportional to [3E jn in (2 + c"[' -V 1 ), where c is

a constant and 14 n 42. Figure 9 shows several plots of [121 versus time with

[3E] as a variable. Figure 10 consolidates these results into a log t1/2

versus log 13EI plot. A serious ambiguity in these data results because total

pressure is held constant by replacing 02 (3E) with Ar. This ambiguity was

removed by studying the dissociation time as a function of [Ar] (Section

IV.C.5).

3. VARIATION OF t1/2 WITH [1210

Analysis of Eq. (19) and Table 2 indicates that the predicted behavior of

tl/2 with [1210 can be quite complicated. The decay curves shown in Fig. 11

point to a dissociation half-life that becomes shorter as [1210 is increased

(Fig. 12). This is the single strongest argument for I* participation in thu

dissociation process. If a2 > a, and [12 ]0 /c >> 2, Eq. (19) predicts that

tll 2 is proportional to [1210- in (112 ]0 /c). The slope of tl/ 2 versus this

quantity on a log-log plot is not constant; however, it is given by S -(U.7

0.1) over a wide range of [1210 if c is chosen in a reasonable manner.

This dependence occurs using either the O2(IE) model [(2)] or the sequential

model [KsQ( 2 )] contributions to a2. We can quantify I(2, however, and

S3
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Table 5. Rate Coefficients for the Chain-Reaction Mode"

A. Sequential £xcita1 1o7.
Parameters Model I c  

Model 2
c

k5k 6 /kllb ir1 
- I- cI r3,molecule-sec MI ci

3  mlecule-

(k6 k7 + k5k)/klIlb 2.2 IC
- 0 

cM3 imolecule-sec 2.2 1,
- I  cm3 /olecule-se.

k k 1 6 61

kllc/kllb 0.06 2 1 C7 3

B. Recommended Rate Coefficients
d  

k(c3 /molecule-sec)
Process Mode' I Model 2

(5) 7 x I0
-' 5  (e

(-5) not determined not determined

(6) 3 IC (f) 3 - I- (f)

(8) not determined not determinec

(Ila) 3 x 1 
-

0- C 3 x 10
- 10

(11b) 5 x IC- 11 (f) 5 x 1 12 (f)

(12) not deter-mined not determined

(13) 1 sec
-

I 1 sec
-1

'These rate coefficients supplement the literature data in Table 1.
b R kllb ,O2 ( 3 ) + &ila/kllb) [H2 0J + (k ll/kllb) ar

E k X D

Ilb

KSO(I) (Table 2) = (kbkfOllb) L-

KSQ(
2
) (Tabie 2) - 1(k6 k7 + k5k8 )/kllbJ r)

cModel 2 fits the data in Table 3 somewha: better than Mc -' j.
dThese rate packages are consistent with the sequential excitation parameters, but tne\

are not uniquely determined. 1 3
ek k ) k 5k8 ; therefore k5 /k7 - 1.8 x 1O ; assumes k7 - 3.5 x /r imolecule-sec (T ,

fAssuming k7 = 3.5 x 10 - I I 
cm 3/molecule-sec, k6/kllb 6.

1I1
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demonstrate with the use of currently accepted values of kla, k3 , and k9 that

- the term a 2 >> az.

. 4. VARIATION OF t1 /2 WITH H20

The variation of tl/ 2 with small quantities of H2 0 is discussed in Sec-

* tion IV.A. In addition to effects traceable to 0 2 (IZ), there seems to be a

secondary effect at high H2 0 additions that can most easily be explained as a

contribution to R12. Since kl/k 9 - 4, the analytic model presented in Sec-

tion III is valid only for [H20] >> 4 [1210. For the data presented in Figs.

13 and 14, this implies [H201 > 1014 /cm3 . We have chosen a value for kila to

"-" fit the high [H201 data points and then used The Aerospace Corporation numer-

- ical modeling code (NEST) 18 to solve for the exact time dependence of 12 dis-

sociation over the full [H201 range. These calculations are shown in Fig.

14. These fits are less than satisfactory. The fault may be with the model.

- particularly with the competition between 12 and H20 for 02(IZ), or it may be

in the data themselves. These data were obtained with a very low [121
0 in

order to avoid 02(16) deactivation caused by I* + H2 0. Data taken at high

S1210 and at (H201 - 0 are consistent with Model 2 (Table 5).

, 5. VARIATION OF t1 /2 WITH [Ar]

The density of Ar was varied over an order of magnitude while a constant

initial density of all other species was maintained (Table 3). Within

" experimental error, we found no dependence of the dissociation rate on Ar

- (Fig. 15). Figure 16 shows a log tl/ 2 versus log [Ar] plot. The solid line

* represents the largest value of kllc consistent with our observations. Note

that the lack of an Ar pressure dependence is unexpected for a vibrationally

* excited 12* intermediate, but is consistent with the 02(1g) mechanism. The

low contrast ratio of [Ar]/[0 21 that was experimentally possible does not rule

*- out a vibrationally excited 12 intermediate if 02 is a particularly efficient

vibrational quencher.

18 E. B. Turner, G. Emanuel, and R. L. Wilkins, The NEST Chemistry Computer
Program. TR-0059(6240-20)-I, The Aerospace Corporation, E! qekun

California, 1970.
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6. OVERVIEW OF THE t1/2 VERSUS [ci ] DATA

The analytic fits to the two types of plots presented, i.e., plots of iou

tl/2 versus log [Ci ] and 1121 versus time have identified the variables k

and KSQ( 2 ) [ (k 5 k 8 + k 6 k 7 )/R 1 *1 as critical. Somewhat less important for
2

the concentration ranges studied are the variables KSQ(1) [- (k5k6 )/R1 2* anG

kia. The detailed analysis of KSQ( 2 ) presents a number of problems:

1. What is 12*?

2. What are the important contributions to R127
2

3. What are the absolute magnitudes of R1 * and (k5k8 + k6k7)?

Numerous workers in this field, including the present authors, have

suggested that there are two major possibilities for the identity of 12 As

suggested by Ogryzlo and coworkers, 1 the intermediate could be 12(A'2u ).

The other possibility for the intermediate is vibrationally excited 12.19 -21

Neither of these explanations is immune to criticism.

In an earlier paper on 12 dissociation,14 we reiterated the suggestion

that 12(A' 3r2u) could be the product of Process (5) and/or (7). Recently

published spectroscopic analysis 19 has identified this state a; the lower

level of the 12 laser at 3400 A (D + Al). Telliaghuisen and Wielandi 9

have argued that the total of the spectroscopic data requires a Te value for

A' 3 n2 u of 10,047.5 cm- I . Independent measurements by Koffend et al. 2 2 con-

firm this position for A . Thus, Process (5) would appear to be - 20bO cm-1

endoergic and Process (7) would be - 2340 cm- I endoergic. At T = 295 K, t1'e-

processes could not occur rapidly enough to avoid limiting the rate of I

dissociation in an unrealistic fashion. If 12* denotes vibrationally excited

12, we must assume that vibrational relaxation is rapid, although some relax-

ation could be tolerated and 12* would still have sufficient energy for

Process (6) to be energetically feasible. If this were the case, R2would

29J. Tellinghuisen and K. Wieland, J. Mol. Spectrosc, to be published.20G. Black, private communication (1980).
21 L. Houston, private communication (1981).
22J. B. Koffend, R. Bacis, and A. Sebai, to be published (1982).
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be very large and k6 must be nearly gas kinetic to permit 02 ( 
1 A) to compete

- for 12*. On the other hand, k6[
1L] cannot dominate R * completely without

producing a [16]-1 dependence of t1 /2 instead of the observed [1A]- 2 .

If we accept that R 1 2* must be large in a vibrationally excited interme-

diate model, we cannot realistically expect that I* participates by energy

transfer to 12 . Thus, Process (8) is much less important than Process (6) in

, producing I atoms. Of course if vibrational relaxation is slower than we

expect on the basis of the work of Koffend et al. ,23 the reaction sequence

(k5 , k8 ) could still be possible. At present, we believe that Process (b) is

rapid and that it must therefore proceed on the basis of E ' E transfer, most

probably

+ k 2 2 a 3
O2 + 12 (v > 20) 4 12 A1lu + 02 (2)

k22b

+ 21 + 02

* which would account for the observed presence of 12 (A
3 11u) during the

dissociation process. If 12* is vibrationally excited 12, increasing the

total pressure of buffer gas (with ['A], [3r], [1210, and [H201 constant)

should demonstrate some significant effects both on tl/ 2 and the quantum yield

of A 31lu. This was not observed (Figs. 15 and 16 and Table 3). Thus, Ar must

be significantly less efficient than 02(31) or H20 as a vibrational relaxer of

12.

Pritt 2 4 has suggested that A3 1lu and A'312  may be populated below their

dissociation limit by the second step of the sequential transfer and that dis-

sociation may require the participation of a third pump species (I* or 1A).

This mechanism would produce dissociation terms that are third-order in 02 (IA)

p.

.23J. B. Koffend, F. J. Wodarczyk, R. Bacis, and R. W. Field, J. Chem Phys. 72,

478 (1980).L4 2
4A. T. Pritt, Jr., private communication (1982).
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and could permit an observed second-order dependence on IL if the final stei

of the dissociation, i.e.,

12 (A, A) + 02( 1) k2 3
a  12 (B

3n) + 02 (23)

k
23b

21 + 02

dominates the loss of 12 (A and A). Several other three step models are

capable of demonstrating the correct kinetic order for dissociation.

0 D. BEHAVIOR OF 12(A 3 
1 u) AND I2 (B3  +)

u
In their series of papers on the O2-12 system, Derwent and Thrush2 '3, I

>

invoked a mechanism for the 12 (B + X) chemiluminescence that had rather signi-

ficant mechanistic implications. They postulated that I2 (A
2 Elu) (which the,

did not observe) was formed as a major product of Process (1b)

+ 2() lb 3 302(IZ) + 1 2(X) k4 1 2(A3H lu) +02(Z)

and that 1 2 (B
3 n) was formed by Process (24)

1 +1( 3  k 2 4  3 3
02( + 12 (A3n lu k O2(3Z) + 12 (B3f+ (2-.)

U

We observed a near-infrared transition analyzed to be 12 (A + X) emission

originating from the v = 0 and 1 levels.16  Figure 17 shows that the tir.-

dependence of both emission bands serves as a useful diagnostic for the disso-

ciation of 12 (X). Qualitatively, the data for these two band systems are

consistent with the Derwent and Thrush mechanism. Because the A + X andd
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emission profiles are similar under all experimental conditions studied, the A

and B states either have the same precursor or B 3r is produced from, and mai.-

tains a steady-state relationship to, A3 F. A simple way to view the traces i-

* Fig. 17 is to analyze Eq. (A4) from Appendix A with RE constant (dominated by

H20 quenching) and with [1A] constant. In that case, the [1r 5ss increases

linearly with the [I*] (see Fig. 17) and the Derwent and Thrush mechanis:-

(klb, k2 4 ) A
3 H and B3 H concentration dependences can be written as follows:

2

[12 (A) ] = kA RA  (25j
A

where RA (sec-1 ) contains the removal terms for the A 3 iu state and kA I-

constant. This analysis assumes k2 [ A] < k3 [I*]. When this simple stead"-

state analysis is used, [12(A)]max occurs when [12 ] has reached half-minimui

and [I*] has reached half-maximum. If [L] remains constant during the

dissociation and B3 is in steady state with A311, then

1 [12(A) [1(2]
[12 (B)l = kB R (26)

* where RB represents the total removal rate of B3F state molecules. Thus, I

, (B * X) emission has the same temporal profile as 12 (A + X), but scales dif-

ferently with the ['A].

This temporal behavior for A3  and B3T is not unique to the Derwent and

Thrush mechanism. The sequential mechanism favored by this study (k7 , k6 )

invokes a vibrationally excited 12 (X) intermediate. On these flow tube time
scales, 12 * wili1 be held in steady state by the rapid removal rates, R1,

that are typical of vibrational relaxation processes in heavy diatomics.

Thus, we can write

[12t'ss = i j 1121

2
L2R 2

f.



[12 (A)ss A W) 2)(27t,

[12 (B)Iss KB [I* ['21 (2 c)

e K k 7 )/(R 1 2 RA) [A] and KB -(k 24A) I.w h e r e KA  k 2 2 a 7 ) / R 1 2 AB B

a E. ., DISSOCIATION IN XN H 0 -FREE 02. SYSTEM

The analytic model presented in this study requires four fundamental

assumptions: (1) [IA] constant during 12 dissociation; (2) 1Z in steady state

and R z not a function of 12; (3) 12 in steady state; and (4) [12'] << [121.

Experimental conditions were chosen, as far as feasible, to satisfy these

constraints and suppress the role of 02(0Z) as a dissociation initiator by

means of Process (la). It is instructive to remove these constraints in order

to study 12 dissociation under conditions where 02(I1) is removed either by 12

or by wall collisions. If we use values of klo and k2 from Table 1, the value

of [ Z]o at 12 injection is given by Eq. (A4) or, specifically, by

[1Z]o 1 x 10- 18[ 1L 0
2  (2F)

under H2 0-free conditions in our apparatus. In this section, the syster.

behavior for various ratios of 0 1 I0/[I210 is examined. Because [I]

dissociate (kla/kl) x [] 0 molecules of 12, we can approximate the fractional

dissociation at t = 0 as follows:

F = 1 - [121/[12] 0 = 10 -18 (kla/kI ) 0 [L1]o (29)

For 0 1 100, which is typical both of these experiments and the transfer laser

devices, kla/k I  0.2 (Table I) and [IA) = 2 x 105/cm3 , 02(1Z) is responsible

la 1 2(



for F = 0.04. The fractional dissociation is very sensitive to concentratioc.

and rate coefficient values in this regime.

Figure 18a indicates the complexity of the 12 dissociation curves wh,-

02( I ]) is active during the initiation phase. Initially, the density of

02(1Z) is driven lower by the presence of 12 as a quencher [Eq. (A4)]. At

t - 120 msec, the 12 has been removed from the system and the tIZI rises

rapidly toward a new steady-state value.4  Qualitatively, 02(1Z) can be viewed

as an end-point indicator in an 12 titration. The peculiar shape of the 

1 rise curve derives from rapid dissociation initiation by O(3p) and 02(IZ). 1:

we use the rate package in Table 1 with no contribution from Process (20), thE

* I rise time is not correctly predicted. A much better fit for I* is obtaine

by using [O(3p)j O = 2 x 101 2/cm3. In both cases, the behavior of 02(1z ) is

not quantitatively correct. One must choose between increasing kia and/or Kib

in the Table I model or postulating additional transient quenchers of O

during the 12 dissociation. The curves in this figure can be considered

"well-behaved," in the sense that for 0 = 59, dissociation of 12 is compleLe

with < 10% of the O2 (1A) removed. The inversion density in the 02( A) -

atom transfer laser can be written

I 1 (2X-1
1[*] - 2 [I] ([12 10-11 2]) (30)"X+I

where X KEQ 11]/13Z]. Clearly, is maximized by large values of X and

large values of [1210 - [121.

Figure 18b illustrates the perils of trying to increase by operating at

lower values of 0. In this figure, 0 = [IA] 0 /[I 2 ] 0 = 9. In principle, thf

dissociation rate increases as [1210 is increased (Fig. 12); however, 02(L)

is being rapidly depleted, which drastically slows the dissociation rate (Fi.

8). The net result is that < 40% of the 12 is dissociated at the peak in the

I* curve. Model 2 correctly represents the general behavior of 02(1 ,

0 2 (1E), and I* under these demanding experimental conditions. The curve for

12 (Model 2) is scaled to the arbitrary height of 12 (A). Although the curves
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are similar, as we demonstrated in Section IV.D, this does not prove that

12 (A) or 12 (A') is the intermediate 12 . For these low 0 values, the effi-

ciency of the dissociation process is crucial. Figure I emphasizes that on

the basis of energetics alone, two O2(IA) molecules are required to dissociate

an 12 molecule. Within the context of the analytic model, the efficiency of

the Derwent and Thrush mechanism, EE, is given by EE = kla 12 ]/R and that of

the sequential model, ESQ , by ESQ = k6 JI]/RI2. Clearly, if 0 = 10, EEFF

cannot be 0.1 and still yield good laser performance. The presence of large

12 (X) concentrations in Figure 18b produces good S/N traces for 12 (A * X) and

12 (B + X) over the entire length of the flow tube. It may be possible to

derive fine details of the dissociation model by careful studies of these two

band systems.

Long-time decay studies of O2(IA) at 0 < 100 are useful in verifying

kinetic parameters for the 02(IA) -I atom system. For example, the removal

rate of 021A) is predominantly a second-order process at high [1*]. The

preliminary rate coefficient (- 2 x 10 1 3 cm3/molecule-sec) is consistent with

the rate coefficient for the energy pooling process k3.

o .
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V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In this study, we have demonstrated that the dissociation of 12 i-.

* electronically excited oxygen can be considered to be a chain reaction. The

initiator species in the present discharge flow system were identified as

O(3p) and 02 ('E), although large-scale continuous-wave laser systems may

initiate the dissociation with other species as well. The chain carrier in

the dissociation process was identified as I*. In an environment where O,

is constant, I* increases with the extent of 12 dissociation and thus acceler-

ates the further production of I atoms by means of processes such as (7) ano

(8). Sufficient data have been collected to quantify previous observation

that the 02(IE) mechanism was nct sufficient to explain the empirical rate of

12 dissociation. 14  The 02(
1E) mechanism may be necessary for initiating the

dissociation under experimental conditions where KZ(1) (F k ak2 /R,) proves to

be greater than KQ(1) (= k k /R *). Our flow tube studies indicate that such

conditions exist for small H20 densities.

The identification of intermediate states in a kinetic mechanist b.

indirect methods is always unsatisfactory and frequently erroneous. Using the

scaling of the dissociation half-life tl/ 2 with 02(lA), 02(3Z), 12, H20, and

Ar, we formulated the problems created by either of the two sequential

mechanisms considered. The 12 (A'3 2u) intermediate is attractive if we

ignore the spectroscopic evidence for a Te > 10,000 cm-l. This state must be

collisionally and optically metastable if the sequential path (k5 , k8) A.

followed. Vibrationally excited 12 is somewhat more tangible as an interme-

diate by means of sequential path (k7 , k6 ), because I* is known to be rapidly

quenched by 12. When we have made the assumption that this quenching process

produces 12*, however, we are forced to conclude that k6 can compete against

vibrational relaxation. The fact that tl/ 2 is independent of [Ar] is

troubling.

Despite these ambiguities regarding 12*, the value of the analytic model

lies in identifying the parameters that permit one to model the 12 dissocia-

tion data. The wall recombination rate, k1 3 , is necessary for understan2.iz
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the flow tube, although KSQ(2) [E (k 5 k 8 + k 6 k 7 )/RI*j and the initiation teri-
2kla and KS(1) r= k k6/Rl.< are the variables that ultimatelv control tf,,.

kia SQ L 5 61
production of I atoms in the continuous-wave transfer laser. The result,

reported here are presented as constraints on a final set of rate coefficientb

employed to provide accurate numerical modeling. The rate coefficients give:,

in Table 5 satisfy those constraints and are useful for modeling. Only mort

detailed experiments can identify 12* and provide a unique set of rate

coeffizient, for the dissociation kinetics of 12 in electronically excited 02.

S

I.

V.
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APPENDIX A. DEFINITIONS FOR ANALYTIC MODELING

I. Iodine Mass Balance

If the steady-state concentration of intermediate 12 states (12 ) is

small compared to [1210, iodine mass balance can be approximated as follows:

[121 [1210- 1/2 (111 + [I1*) kA.

Earlier work has established that Process (4) produces a rapid equilibriu'.

between 1(2P1 /2 , 
2 P3 /2 ) and 02 (1A, 3Z), and we can write

[I*]/[I] KEQ [i]/3] x (A2)

The equilibrium constant, KEQ k4/k 4 , is 2.9 at T 295 K. Equations (Al)

and (A2) can be combined to yield

[ 1*] = +X ([I2 0 -12) (A3)

Within that context, d [I /dt - [2X/(l + X)] d[1 2 1/dt.

I". 02(lr) Behavior

As developed in Ref. 4, the steady-state concentration of 02('1) can be

represented in the general case (with I, 1*, and 12 present) as

,2
(k2 + k I/[ 1/ ) A4

[Iss R. (A4)
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where RZ  k9 [H2 0J + kl [12 1 ss + kl0 . in the dissociation region where [I,

is changing rapidly, analysis is simplified if k9[H20- I Ki 0 >> k1 [1 91.

III. Quenching of 12

SR12*(sec-1) = I% [I I + k_5 [
3 Z] + k8 [I*] + k-7 [11

+ klia [H201 + kllb [3E1 + kll, [Ar] + ki2  (A

IV. Steady-State Concentration of I_-

-*$ (k 5 [1A] + k7 [I][I2 (x)J1 L1 (A6)
2JS R *12

L
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APPENDIX B. ANALYTIC DISSOCIATION MODEL FOR 12

INCLUDINO I ATOM RECOMBINATION

The introduction of the wall recombination Process (13) into the kinetic

scheme requires that the differential Eq. (16) be modified in the followin ,

manner:

-d ['21

dt a [121 - b 1 - d

where

a = a Z + aSQ + k13

b = bZ + bsQ

d k13 ['210

The solution of this equation is given by Eq. (B2):

(2b (121 - a - f---) (2b [1210 - a + /-Q )
= exp (V-Q t) (B2)L.(2b [I2 - a + V-Q-) (2b [12]0 - a - -Q )

22

"where Q =4 bd -a 2  The following definitions are then useful:

a -a + Q

2b

Y ([ 0] + a)/(11 2]0 + 6)

6-



Using these definitions, the time dependent expression for [2 ca.b, <i-

[12 -~+ 6 y exp (VQt) (

(1-Yexp Vf~ t))

Unlike the result in Eq. (18), there is residual 12 at long times

11210D -6(B.

A very useful approximation holds if iIJO 0 and asQ + a: > k3

[2 k13 /

* We have chosen to def ine a dissociation time representing the time necessarv

* to produce one-half of the total I atoms present at t =.This definitio-. is-

* equivalent- tn the time necessary to reach the mean of the initial and fin;5. T

concent rat ions:

2 mean,

A half-life for dissociation within that context is:
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